
Experiencing Time Travel with Energetics  NEWEST

Standing/ arch points
1, Stand and find arch points.( Vertical line through foot, toes to heel/ horizontal 
line midway, inner rim to outer rim. That is you in present time.

2, Bring into your conscious memory something that happened, something you 
did in the recent past. Not emotionally laden. Feel, experience it, Picture it as if 
you were doing it now. Feel your self doing it. notice the colors smells etc. Who 
else is in the picture?  Notice if there is a subtle, gentle backward or forward shift 
of your body on your feet. Are you gently slightly pushed backward or forward? 
Then come back to neutral arch points. 

3. Now bring to your conscious mind something you intend to do tonight, 
tomorrow, or when you get home. Not emotionally laden. Picture yourself doing it. 
Who else is in the picture? What sights or smells do you imagine will be 
included? Do you rock forward or backward? Then come back to neutral arch 
points.

4. Now that you have  determined the direction for yourself, please bring up one 
more past event and see if you can feel a subtle rocking backward into the past. 
Then one more future  event and see if you can feel a subtle rocking forward 
toward the future. Then come back to the present time which is neutral arch 
points.

5. Now choose either a past event, or future occurrence, which ever you can 
bring up more clearly. Feel the rock forward or backward and stay there. Now 
slowly and deliberately bring yourself to present time by moving directly over your 
arch points. Can you still keep a clear imagining of the occurrence? What 
happens? Is it more difficult? 

What would somebody's life be like who was always a little shifted backward or a 
little tilted forward of their arch points?

Timeline - in the temporal lobe above and behind the ear moving forward

1.  Bring one palm to scan the temporal lobe timeline on one side. Find a hotspot 
and let it draw in your palm. Bring up an incident (now it should be emotionally 



charged) in early childhood. Can you feel the hotspot moving backward? Now 
bring up an incident, emotionally charged, that happened later in life. Can you 
track the hotspot and feel it move forward? Now come onto your arch points and 
become aware of yourself in the room in present time. Does the hotspot move a 
little more forward? Now think of something that you are concerned about that is 
going to happen in the near future. Where does the hotspot move. Now bring 
yourself in present time with arch points and noticing your body and the room, 
and feel the hotspot with both hands on both sides.  Where is its location on the 
timeline in present time. 
This will have many uses in our work. One use will be to bring ourselves back 
into present time after a deep emotional exploration.


